
Because of Your Support...
...in 2019 we raised $821,480 in revenue to support our many programs and services that are 
provided to our communities that need them. We are very proud that approximately 80 cents 
of every dollar was spent on our programs.                 we work to improve the lives of those 
affected by autism.
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Together

For a complete 2019 FY financial report please contact Rechelle Chaffee at 414-988-1267 or rechelle@assew.org



We continue to strive toward improving the quality of life of everyone affected by autism. With 
the new 2020 diagnostic rate at 1 in 54, we must continue to accommodate the pressing need for 
support and programs for people on the spectrum, their families and the community across the 
lifespan.                 we can make a difference in your community.Together
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Because of Your Support...
...over 8,593 individuals within our community are served every year 
by the programs and services of the Autism Society of SE Wisconsin. 
100 percent of your donation stays in our community and 80 cents 
of every dollar directly supports a program or service. That’s why 
your generous contributions matter!                 we provide support 
to help individuals with autism achieve their quality of life goals.
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11 Programs / 55 Events
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Testimonials    
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“Events like the A-Team Fun Walk are a great way for the 
autism community to get together and participate in things 
we don’t normally get to do. Being able to meet with 
vendors, receive safety instruction and find new resources 
is important. The sensory, activity and safety areas can 
help families learn what can benefit their child and it is a 
place for the kids to have fun. We are lucky to have this 
support system in our community.” 
- April Gardner

“As an adult on the spectrum it can be really hard to find a 
place where you can just be yourself and find others that 
share your common interests. It can be really intimidating 
to learn social skills and be comfortable in social 
interactions. The adults on the spectrum group allows me 
to be with others that have the same challenges and that 
helps me feel better about myself.” 
- Sarah Russell


